Interoperability
and Integration
Solutions

Integrated Systems Management, Inc. provides world-class software engineering, integration,
interoperability and information technology solutions that assist healthcare organizations solve
a broad range of business challenges, capture unforeseen opportunities and achieve
exceptional results. We bring a wealth of experience and knowledge in healthcare.
We are a leading provider of interoperability and integration solutions to hospitals, clinics, EHR
vendors, labs, HIEs, ACOs and payers.
Headquartered in Hawthorne, NY, we have created a 24-hour development and support
platform to oﬀer our clients faster turnaround and excellent quality; at very aﬀordable rates.
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We have more than 200+ pool of skilled professionals with average
5+ years of experience in development, maintenance and support.
We aggregate 500+ Years of healthcare domain development,
maintenance and support experience.

Solutions For EHR and PM/RCM Vendors
Increasing Electronic Health Records (EHR) awareness and adoption is leading provider
organizations which are still on paper charts to look out for a suitable one and at the same time
the organizations having one already are driven to upgrade to a more appropriate advanced
system according to their speciﬁc requirements.
We have been working with EHR and PM/RCM Vendors for over a decade now and we very well
understand the several IT related challenges-issues involved like migrating the old legacy data
from the existing EHR; or seamless connectivity concerns for the practices using EHR and Practice
Management (PM) from separate vendors.
Our oﬀerings are focused towards growing EHR/PM system acceptance by practices
overpowering the challenges.
Our partnerships with EHR and PM/RCM Vendors let them focus on building
advanced-comprehensive systems, expedites the adoption and implementation process
eventually acquiring more clients.

Integrated Systems Management (ISM) is an
Application development partner to Intersystems.
ISM has extensive experience in FHIR (Fast Healthcare
Interoperability Resources) and InterSystems IRIS for
Health; world’s ﬁrst and only data platform speciﬁcally
engineered to extract value from healthcare data
spanning data management, interoperability,
transaction processing, data normalization and
analytics, providing capabilities for building complex,
mission-critical, data-intensive applications quickly.
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At ISM we have designed, implemented and supported many interoperability and integration
projects for EHR and PM/RCM Vendors ensuring the beneﬁts like:

IMPROVED DATA USAGE

Seamless, real-time and true views of
patient and clinical data ensuring
optimised patient safety, productivity
and quicker movement along the
care pathway.

RELIABLE CONNECTION
Reliable secure connectivity
between disperse systems like
EHR, PM, LIS, RIS or HIS.

COST-SAVINGS

Refreshing and modernizing
existing systems; helping save time
and staﬀ overheads with increases
productivity.

ANALYTICS & INSIGHTS

Releasing, combining and
transforming trapped healthcare
data into useful information
enabling better decision-making,
more eﬃcient processes and
enhanced patient experience.
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Solutions and Services For

EHR and PM/RCM Vendors
Our cost-effective comprehensive solutions and services for EHR and PM/RCM
Vendors includes:

EHR Data Extraction & Conversion
Proven and Cost-Eﬀectiveh
Specialized expertise with highly customized data extraction and conversion
Data conversion tools for cross-reference mapping, testing and project
management

EHR-Archiving
Cloud-based, vendor agnostic secure low-cost solution
Comply with Federal Regulations
Maintain Continuity of Care
Expedite the roll out the new EHR
Structured patient records, searchable in seconds; set up, hosted, managed
and monitored by ISM
Anywhere, anytime access

Laboratory Orders & Results Interface
Single Hub Connection Interface Engine Solution at No cost to EHR Vendors
Built-in connectivity to hundreds of labs
No internal development for new interfaces
Management of all the interfaces from start to ﬁnish
Dedicated project management team
LIVE ongoing support throughout the process
Access to full tracking system to view/manage our progress
Speedy interface implementations
VPN Elimination
Secure HIPAA compliant data transfers

Charge Interface from EHR/PM
Eliminate Errors
Save Time
Eliminate duplicate entry for demographics and billing transactions
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